THE TOLL OF TOXICITY

This graph depicts the increasing symptoms that arise throughout our lifetime
when the body’s most basic need to eliminate toxins is ignored.

Please keep in mind two additional facts:
• Inherited weaknesses can add another layer of complexity
to restoring the body’s ability to clean and heal itself.
• Symptoms suppressed by medications—whether hormonal
birth control, steroids (topical, inhaled or otherwise), antidepressants, or antibiotics—have been controlled not
healed and must be addressed over longer periods of time.
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Untreated elimination
issues can now lead to:
eczema, chronic ENTs,
respiratory challenges,
strain on kidneys and
bladder, night time anxiety, poor sleep, restlessness, mood swings, etc.

Now untreated elimination
is further aggravated by
the demands on organs
during puberty. Issues
seen now include: asthma,
“irritable bowel,” headaches/migraines, acne,
sleep difficulties, concentration difficulties, rage/
mood swings, menstrual
irregularities, etc.

All previous issues continue with the addition of…
fibroid tumors & cysts,
digestive disorders such as
colitis, crohns, repetitive
infections of the bladder or
urinary tract, etc.

The risk for serious disease now include heart
conditions, thyroid issues,
auto-immune disorders,
depression, insomnia, and
cancers.

HEALING PROCESS

Correct diet AND gemmotherapy to clean organs
and treat first the acute
symptoms.The underlying
chronic condition are then
treated with homeopathic
protocols.

Correct diet AND begin a
slow and steady process
to cleanse the organs with
gemmotherapy and homeopathy. First to reduce
acute flare-ups and then to
begin treating the underlying organ weaknesses.

LENGTH OF TREATMENT

LENGTH OF TREATMENT

Years of steady, meticulous
protocols with both
gemmotherapy and
homeopathy.

At this point, while possible, a drug free protocol is
a slow and tedious process
for healing a condition.
While it is possible to
heal these conditions,
the reduction of pain and
discomfort and restoration
of quality of life is what is
most noticeable at first.

Compromised elimination
seen as less than 2 bowel
movements daily or too
frequent or infrequent
urination. What was seen
as an acute condition
becomes the “norm.”
HEALING PROCESS

Correct by removing the
inflammatory foods of
dairy, grains containing
gluten and sugar while
increasing fresh fruits and
vegetables in the diet.
LENGTH OF TREATMENT

Near immediate relief
unless there are inherited
organ weaknesses, which
need to be addressed
through homeopathic
and/or gemmotherapy
protocols in addition to
diet.

HEALING PROCESS

Correct diet AND clean
organs with gemmotherapy protocol. Treatment
of newly developed
secondary symptoms with
a homeopathic protocol is
also often necessary.
LENGTH OF TREATMENT

6-18 months for the acute
conditions that arise
and then longer for the
underlying inherited organ
weaknesses.
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HEALING PROCESS

Correct diet AND gemmotherapy to clean
organs and treat first the
acute symptoms.The
underlying chronic condition are then treated with
homeopathic protocols.
LENGTH OF TREATMENT

1-3 years of continued
treatment, first addressing
the acute state and then
the underlying deficiency
with elimination.

HEALING PROCESS

